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BUSINESS
Gramo was founded on June 7, 1989. The purpose of the 
association is to negotiate, collect, manage and distrib-
ute remuneration to performing artists and producers for 
broadcasting and other publicly performed audio record-
ings as determined in section 21 of the Norwegian copy-
right act. 

Gramo can also collect, manage and distribute other types 
of remuneration that accrues to the same rightsholders. 
The offices are in Rosenkrantzgate 21, 0160 Oslo.

CONTINUED OPERATING
The annual report is given on the assumption of continued 
operation. 

BOARD
The following board was elected at the general assembly 
on June 4th, 2018: 
Chairman:  Knut Ro
First vice-chairman: Harald Sommerstad
Second vice-chairman:  Marte Thorsby
Members: Erling Andersen, 
 Daniel Nordgård, 
 Hans Ole Rian 
 Øystein Rudjord 

Deputy board members: Nils Petter Hansson 
 (for Knut Ro) 
 Ivar Peersen 
 (for Harald Sommerstad) 
 Eddie Nygren 
 (for Marte Thorsby) 
 Frithjof Hungnes 
 (for Erling Andersen) 
 Marius Øvrebø-Engemoen
 (for Daniel Nordgård) 
 Lars Christian Fjeldstad 
 (for Hans Ole Rian) 
 Ivar Noer 
 (for Øystein Rudjord)

At the general assembly Knut Ro with deputy member was 
elected external chairman for two years. The remaining 
board members were  elected for one year. Harald Som-
merstad and Marte Thorsby were elected as first and sec-
ond vice-chairmen. The three constitute the executive 
committee with the managing director.

There are not enough women in the board and in the sector 
committees. To enhance this balance the board requests 
the election committee and rights holders organisation to 
nominate female candidates as well.

SECTOR COMMITTEES
Board members and deputies have organized themselves 
in sector committees for the transaction of business relat-
ing to performers or producers respectively. The managing 
director has attended the meetings.
 
Sector for producers
Sector for producers consisted of Andersen, Hungnes, 
Nygren, Rudjord, Noer and Thorsby.

Sector for performers
The sector for performers consisted of
Fjeldstad, Nordgård, Peersen, Rian, Sommerstad and 
Øvrebø-Engemoen

RIGHTS HOLDER ORGANISATIONS
Norsk Viseforum applied and was approved as a new 
rightsholders organization with Gramo in January 2018. 
GramArt, Creo (Musikernes fellesorganisasjon), Norsk  
Artistforbund, Norsk Tonekunstnersamfund, Folkorg, 
Norsk Skuespillerforbund and Norsk Lektorlag are already 
rightsholders organizations for performers. IFPI, FONO 
and NORA are rightsholders organizations for producers.

THE ADMINISTRATION
Staff and organization
By the end of 2018 Gramo had 26 employees. The number 
of man-years in 2018 was 25.1. Martin Grøndahl is managing 
director. The association has an operations / maintenance 
and IT department, a marketing department, a finance de-
partment, a communications department and staff .

Gender Equality
Gramo has 15 male and 11 female employees. Two out of 
three heads of departments are women.

Workplace Environment 
Sick leave was 5.93% in 2018 (vs 4.47% in 2017). Long-term 
absence accounts for 2.24%. Long-term absence is defined 
as absence for over 8 weeks. No work place accidents have 
caused personal injury or material damage. Morten Møller 
is Gramo’s safety delegate. Gramo conducts a yearly sur-
vey of the workplace environment led by Great Place to 
Work. Based on the results, and with assistance from Great 
Place to Work, concrete measures have been implement-
ed in order to improve the workplace environment. The last 
survey, conducted in November 2018, showed better re-
sults in most areas compared to the corresponding survey 
from 2017. The results are still below the desired level, and 
there is a continuous effort to improve these conditions.
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Environmental reporting
Gramo does its utmost to preserve the environment. 
However, some travel will be necessary in our operations.  
However, some travel will be necessary in our operations.

COLLECTION OF REMUNERATION
DAB and the remuneration level 
NRK, P4 and Radio Norge’s channels have distributed their 
radio signals by DAB throughout 2018. In addition, local 
DAB transmitters have been developed for local radios, 
but in most areas the local radios may still broadcast on 
FM. Radio listening was expected to decrease as a con-
sequence of the transition to DAB, especially because a 
majority of cars lacked installed DAB radio, and because 
the replacement of FM radios in private homes would take 
time. Assessments throughout the year proves this as-
sumption correct, but after improved methods and a new 
company took over the measurement, we can see that ra-
dio listening is at the same level as with FM broadcasts. 
Radio is still standing strong, and for most channels music 
is the main element.

NRK
In 2018, NRK and Gramo had a lump sum agreement, and 
the parties intended to reach a new agreement for 2018 
and coming years in the first quarter of 2019. An initial ne-
gotiation meeting has been held with the goal of reaching 
a level of remuneration, as well as an agreement on regula-
tory mechanisms, within the stipulated deadline.

P4
The agreement with P4 from 2011 has been continued 
without changes in 2018. Calculation of remuneration is 
made in accordance with the calculation model issued by 
the board, and considers music use, revenue and coverage

Radio Norge
The agreement with Radio Norge from 2009 has been 
continued without changes in 2018. Calculation of remu-
neration is made according to the calculation model issued 
by the board, and considers music usage, revenue and cov-
erage.

OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES 2018 – 2020
Gramo has adopted goals and strategies for the period 
2018 - 2020. The entire strategy document is available at 
Gramo.no
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Local radios
After a new negotiated local radio agreement was distrib-
uted in the spring of 2018, 166 of the 200 local radios have 
signed the new agreement. The new agreement is based 
on the previous one, and has taken into account the local 
radios wish for a simplified remuneration model and the 
rights holders’ claim for fair remuneration.

Webcasters
Gramo has an agreement with 32 webcasters. Webcasters 
broadcasts only via the internet.

Other broadcasters 
Use of music for remuneration in commercial TV broad-
casts is continuously monitored, and use of music subject 
to payment is billed on a case-by-case basis.

Other public performance 
Gramo has an agreement with 16,894 music users, such 
as food and drink establishments, hotels, gyms, custom-
er premises etc. We contact new establishments monthly.
In addition to campaigns, we carry out extensive controls 
for both Gramo and TONO. The controls are important re-
garding new agreements and information. The majority of 
new remuneration agreements in 2018 were the results of 
controls.

The introduction of a new intellectual property right with 
effect from 1 July 2018 means a loss of income for Gra-
mo. Producers and performers may now waive Gramo 
remuneration. This gives an opening for other performers 
to charge for performance of music within Gramos area. 
Music users can play “paid music” on their enterprises, 
and need not pay remuneration to Gramo. This means ad-
ditional work for the administration, both for those in the 
office and for inspectors who must decide whether the 
music is to be paid for, or whether music being played is 
“redeemed”. As a direct consequence of the new intellec-
tual property laws we did not reach the budget for 2018.

In 2018 we started developing a communication concept 
called “The Value of Music”. We wish to strengthen Gra-
mo’s relationship with music users and increase the un-
derstanding of how the remuneration works. An additional 
part of the communication concept is to make music users 
aware of the potential value in a conscious music strategy. 
The goal is to establish several agreements and to increase 
satisfaction among existing music users.

VAT on remuneration
In 2015, the revenue service claimed, in a decision against 
one of Gramo’s producer members, that VAT should be 
calculated on received remuneration. Gramo claims this 
ruling, saying that producers do not have original rights, is 
based on a wrongful understanding of copyright law.
Gramo sent a letter regarding the matter on 22.1.2015, and 
the Ministry of Culture has supported Gramo’s arguments 
in a letter to the Ministry of Finance dated 17.06.2016. Gra-
mo monitors the matter with the Ministry of Finance and 
has also elaborated on the issues in meetings. 
At the time of writing, there is no indication of when an 
answer from the Ministry of Finance will be available.

SETTLEMENT
In 2018, Gramo had four settlements. The main settlement 
for 2017, post-settlement for 2013 - 2017 and final settle-
ment for 2013 and 2014 at the end of the year. Payouts 
were distributed as follows:

Performers
Paid directly to performers NOK 29.6 million 
Paid via agent   NOK 13.4 million 
Paid via foreign 
payment agencies  NOK 15.7 million 
Total paid to performers  NOK 58.7 million

Record companies / master owners 
Paid directly to companies 
/ master owners   NOK 12.3 million
Paid via licensee 
organizations   NOK 57.8 million 
Paid via agent / foreign 
remuneration agencies  NOK 2.7 million 
Total paid to record company / 
master owners   NOK 72.8 million

Development in revenues for other public 
performance over the past 10 years: 
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In addition, we have made weekly payments of NOK 
600,000 between the settlements. The total payment 
amount in 2018 was NOK 132.1 million.

Before payment of the money received, all the money is 
put in one pot and distributed, half to artists and musi-
cians, the other half to the record label and master owners. 
Everything is not paid at the same time. Gramo is constant-
ly searching all participants on songs with radio air time, 
thus being entitled to payments. To find all licensees on the 
performer side takes more time, but payments are done 
up to three years after the songs radio air time. Adminis-
tration fee on individual remuneration to previously affili-
ated members was removed in the producer sector from 
and including the 2015 payout, and in the performer sector 
from and including the 2017 payout.

Distribution of remuneration for other public performance 
Gramo has been in regular contact with suppliers of 
streaming services in order to receive reports of music use 
from shared customers. Gramo has also sent an agreement 
proposal to regulate cooperation with suppliers of stream-
ing services. So far, Liveqube and Soundtrack Your Brand 
are open for a collaboration with Gramo. The streaming 
suppliers lack formats with the information Gramo needs 
in order to properly distribute the remuneration. This is be-
ing dealt with, and we hope it will be established by the first 
quarter of 2019.

The survey from Kantar TNS in 2017 regarding music play 
shows that 25% of respondents use private streaming ser-
vices, 80% of these use Spotify privately.

Reports from broadcasters and the results of the survey 
will guide the distribution of remuneration for other public 
performance more correctly. This will apply as of the 2018 
settlement year.

Settlement of other types of remuneration 
We normally settle and pay other types of remuneration 
on behalf of other organizations, such as remuneration for 
private copying and copying into other works. This was not 
done in 2018 due to delays with the new system.

Gramo AS 
Gramo plans to establish a company, preliminary named 
Gramo AS that will be 100% owned by the association 
Gramo. Gramo AS will be established in the first quarter 
of 2019. The purpose is to utilize the new Echo computer 
tool to perform other services than distribution pursuant 
to section 21 of the copyright act (see above). Assistance 
in these distributions will be subject to VAT and Gramo AS 
will be registered as subject to VAT. These operations could 
help reduce Gramo’s costs.

Cost analysis of Gramo’s operations 
Gramo continuously focuses on operating as cost-effec-
tively as possible. In 2018, the administration, on behalf 
of the board, conducted an analysis of Gramo’s cost level 
against similar associations in our neighbouring countries. 
Such analyses are difficult to conduct, seeing that the 
rights managed and the activities exercised differ between 
countries. The analysis showed no significant differences 
between the countries, but further work is being done to 
optimize the operation of Gramo.

In several areas, Gramo and TONO have concurrent work 
tasks and, where considered effective, tasks are carried 
out collaboratively. One example is controlling other pub-
lic performance. The task is carried out for both associa-
tions and the costs are equally distributed. Gramo wants to 
consider similar collaborations for other task.

Foreign renumaration 
Gramo settles remuneration to its members for music use 
in the countries Gramo have agreements with. For foreign 
settlements, Gramo receives data files from the foreign 
remuneration agencies with reports on radio play per year. 
Gramo identifies Norwegian recordings and receives re-
muneration the Norwegian rights holders are entitled to. 
This will be paid in full to the members.

Gramo follows the guidelines of The Societies Council 
for the Administration of Performers Rights (SCAPR), as 
should countries with exchange agreements do.

A-agreements 
In an A-agreement remuneration to another country’s 
rightsholders is transferred collectively to this country’s 
remuneration agency and paid individually through this 
agency. Gramo currently has the following A-agreements: 

Belgium - PlayRight, performer sector 
Brazil - Abramus, performer sector 
Canada - Actra / Artisti, performer sector 
Canada - ReSound, producer sector 
Denmark - GRAMEX, both sectors 
Finland - GRAMEX, both sectors 
Ireland - RAAP, performer sector 
Iceland - SFH, performer sector 
Netherlands - Sena, both sectors 
Poland - SAWP, performer sector 
Spain - AIE, performer sector 
UK - PPL, performer sector 
Sweden - IFPI, producer sector 
Sweden - SAMI, performer sector 
Germany - GVL, performer sector.
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During the first half of 2019 Gramo will establish A-agree-
ments with France, Italy, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, 
Slovakia and Portugal in the performer sector. A request 
has been sent to Soundexchange in the United States re-
garding A-agreements for both the performer and pro-
ducer sector. When these agreements will be established 
is not certain as Soundexchange currently evaluates its 
international cooperation with all countries, and all its in-
ternational relations.

Remuneration to Americans and other performers from 
non-convention-countries
Gramo will claim and distribute remuneration for the use 
of protected recordings. According to Norwegian law, a 
recording is protected if: 

1. A Norwegian performer participates in the recording
 - or it is published by a Norwegian company / publisher 

2. A performer from the EU / EEA participates in the
 recording - or it is published by a company / publisher 
 from the EU / EEA area 

3. The recording is published by a company / publisher 
 from a Rome Convention country.

One significant country that has not signed the Rome 
Convention is the United States. As an example, a Norwe-
gian guitarist could be participating on a recording with an 
American band, released by an American label / publisher, 
and the recording would be protected by Norwegian law. 
Gramo will distribute remuneration to all participants and 
publishers.

Regarding responses to a new copyright act, NORA has 
stated that our practice of paying all participants on a re-
cording is incorrect. Nora believes we are not required to 
distribute remuneration to artists, musicians and labels 
from the USA or other countries outside the EU / EEA and 
the Rome Convention. 

Gramo’s board requested Professor Ole Andreas Rogn-
stad and lawyer Astri M. Lund to look into whether Gramo 
should or may pay remuneration to American rightshold-
ers participating in protected recordings. The enquiry was 
completed in February 2018, concluding that Gramo’s 
practice can continue. The entire enquiry has been posted 
on Gramo.no. 

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Developing a new core system - Echo and “Min Side”
Since 2015, the administration and the Norwegian supplier 
Skalar have been collaborating on the development of the 
new core system Echo and a new self-service solution – 

“Min Side” – for Gramo. Development of Echo and “Min 
Side” uses an agile framework for development, where 
the systems are developed in parallel by one development 
team according to Gramo’s priorities. In 2018, the project 
provided functions and interfaces for post-settlement / 
correction settlement, additional settlement / final set-
tlement and maturity of obsolete remuneration years, dis-
tribution of practitioner remuneration from abroad, more 
powerful work tools (bulk and duplicate handling) and in-
tegration against VRDB2 for exchange with foreign remu-
neration agencies.

New “Min Side” 
“Min Side” will give members full control of their discogra-
phy / catalogue, settlement and paid remuneration. “Min 
Side” phase 2 was launched in October. Features allowed 
members to search Gramos entire discography, enter new 
releases and recordings, and log on to register rights for 
existing recordings. From October 2018 to February 2019, 
1,500 new releases and 5,000 new recordings of were 
registered by our members through “Min Side”.

Gramo’s members have, and should continue to have, high 
expectations for Gramo and of our services. The new fea-
tures received a mixed response, and a number of mem-
bers have criticized poor usability and a lack of features in 
“Min Side”. Gramo takes the feedback seriously. We have 
carried out user testing of “Min Side” among performers, 
companies and music managers. Their feedback will be 
crucial in further development to meet the expectations 
the users have to “Min Side”.

We hope our members will show patience. In order to se-
cure their own remuneration payments, we encourage you 
to use “Min Side” and check information about registered 
address, e-mail, bank account number, discography and 
membership in rights organizations.
Ongoing and planned activities for 2019: 
• Commission settlement (performers) 
• Copy settlement (producers) 
• Improvement of “Min Side” after findings
  from user testing 
• Distribution of producer remuneration from abroad 
• Support new entry formats - new releases (DDEX MLC) 
  and reports from public presentation (streaming services ) 
• Insight into specification / settlement details and extracts.

Gramo’s new core system project was started in August 
2015 with an estimated total cost of NOK 23.8 million. In 
2017, the estimated total cost was upgraded to NOK 29.7 
million. Delays have unfortunately continued in 2018. There 
are two main underlying factors:
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1. Development of new functionality, in itself
 a complicated task, requires more time when
 the function is to be built into an already
 commissioned core system. 
2. Continuous long-term changes make it
 imperative to prioritize clean operation and
 maintenance tasks to maintain stability and
 security, including re-factorizing the code
 base, upgrading underlying infrastructure,
 software modules, API interfaces, and so on.

In negotiations with Skalar between December 2017 to 
May 2018, the parties agreed to scale down remaining 
tasks in the project, knowing that the functions must be 
implemented at a later date, with the aim of being able 
to complete the project phase and move on to a running 
product development phase. Skalar and Gramo agreed on 
an end date for the main project on 30th of June, with ac-
companying deliveries and a combination of fixed price 
for the development of post-billing, bulk tools, “Min Side” 
phase 2, etc.. Development of VRDB2 integration was reg-
ulated to payment by hours, but at a reduced hourly rate.
Of the remaining tasks there are a number of functions not 
critical for the first half of 2018, but critical for Gramo’s 
activities in the autumn: additional / final settlement, ma-
turity of obsolete remuneration (identify collective funds) 
and to adapt a new reporting toll from Altinn, etc. The sec-
ond half of 2018 initiates the development of remaining 
critical functions and is continuously implemented, but the 
work was not contractually regulated apart from a com-
mitment obligation by Skalar. During this period, other de-
velopments are taking place, as well as operation and main-
tenance on an ongoing basis, and at market prices, while 
the parties negotiated a new agreement. Accrued costs 
in 2018 amounted to NOK 12.5 million, of which NOK 9.4 
million related to development and 3.1 million related to 
operation and maintenance. Actual total cost, from start-
up in 2015 to project completion in 2018, amounts to NOK 
44 million. This includes ordinary / agreed invoicing during 
the project period and withheld payment for services car-
ried out in 2017 of NOK 3 million (invoiced in 2018), and 
a contractual payment of NOK 1.8 million after comple-
tion of the project. Gramo and Skalar have entered into an 
ongoing cooperation agreement for 2019 for the further 
development and operation of Echo and “Min Side”.

International Performers Database (IPD) 
IPD contains information about performers and their 
membership in various remuneration agencies. The IPD, 
now in version 4, is of great help in international exchange 
of remuneration. There are more than 936,000 perform-
ers from 45 countries in the IPD. 

International Standard Recording Code (ISRC)
Based on guidelines from the IFPI Secretariat, Gramo is re-
sponsible for distribution, management and control of the 
code in Norway. The code initially identifies the registrant, 
recording country and recording year, and will follow the 
recordings entire lifecycle. Each new recording needs a 
code. Gramo wishes to be contacted before the compa-
nies implement creation or supplementary work. 

The International Performers Database (IPD) 
IPD contains information regarding performers and their 
membership in various remuneration agencies. The IPD, 
now in version 4, is of great help in international exchange 
of remuneration. There are more than one million per-
formers from 45 countries in the IPD.  

Virtual Recording Database (VRDB) 
VRDB is a database for recognition and exchange of re-
cording data used by 45 international agencies. VRDB2 
is fully developed and will be fully operational from 2019. 
Gramo is an active participant in a VRDB work group 
managing the development of the new VRDB2, which, 
with greatly improved functionality, will streamline the ex-
change between the remuneration agencies.

STATISTICS AND INQUIRIES
IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC

The Arts in Numbers
Gramo has been part of the reference group and has sup-
plied numerical material for the statistics “The Arts in Num-
bers” which is being developed by Rambøll Management 
Consulting on behalf of the Arts Council (Kulturrådet). This 
is the Arts Council yearly evaluation on income in the are-
as of music, literature, visual art and performing arts. “The 
Arts in Numbers 2017” was launched in December 2018, 
the sixth report of its kind. The report shows that the in-
come in the four art industries in Norway in 2017 amounts 
to NOK 13.9 billion. The music industry accounts for NOK 
4.5 billion of this.

Consequences of the digitization of the field of music 
On behalf of the Ministry of Culture, the Center for Cre-
ative Industries at BI Norwegian Business School, in col-
laboration with Menon Economics, conducted a study of 
the consequences of digitization for the participants in the 
ecosystem of music. The overall purpose of the inquiry has 
been to obtain knowledge about the economic develop-
ment of the field of music in Norway in recent decades, 
in light of technological and digital developments. The in-
quiry seeks to map the influence of digitization on the val-
ue chain, market structures and the competitive situation, 
and to identify any changes in the distribution of values 
between the various participants.
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Gramo and other industry organizations contributed to the 
inquiry. A report was published on 31 January 2019.

Gramo statistics 
The Gramo statistics present various top lists and summa-
ries of radio play and remuneration payments; which art-
ists and songs are most radio-played, Norwegian shares 
and distribution of remuneration between licensee groups 
and gender. The Gramo statistics for 2016 and 2017 have 
not been prepared due to delays in the new core system. 
Older statistics can be ordered in print or downloaded at 
www.gramo.no.

COLLECTION OF FEES FOR THE FUND FOR 
PERFORMING ARTISTS (FFUK) 
On behalf of the Fund for Performing Artists, Gramo 
is responsible for invoicing and collection of fees for 
non-protected music in broadcasting and other public 
performances. In total for broadcasting and other public 
performances, in 2018, NOK 26 165 681 was invoiced to 
the Fund for Performing Artists.

NEW COPYRIGHT ACT
On July 1, 2018 the new copyright act came into force. 
For Gramo this meant important changes compared to 
former legislation. The implementation of the new act en-
tailed an opportunity to claim certain recordings exempt 
from remuneration. Gramo has continuously argued that 
there should be no opportunity to exempt recordings 
from remuneration. Our position has always been that the 
producers of music should join Gramo, and that they will 
be regarded as all other members when their recordings 
have been used. The Ministry of Culture and Parliament 
Committee did not agree with Gramo’s position, and this 
change will result in a loss of income, estimated to amount 
to between NOK 6 and 8 million in 2019.

SAFETY REGULATIONS
In 2018 there were discussions whether Gramo practices 
the safety regulations correctly. An external legal opinion 
was obtained, concluding that Gramo does practice the 
regulations according to the regulations. In connection 
with the the new copyright act, the Ministry of Culture was 
asked to look at the existing safety regulations and possibly 
propose changes.
At the time of writing, the Ministry has not started the task, 
and it is not clear when they will have time for this. Propos-
als for any changes will be sent for consultation.

CRM DIRECTIVE 
On 26.2.2014 the EU lay down the so-called CRM Direc-
tive. The purpose of the directive is to modernize the sys-
tem of collective management of copyright and related 
rights. Norway is liable to follow this, and the Ministry of 

Culture is working on its own CRM law. The CRM Directive 
will primarily set a framework for collective rights manage-
ment, ensure good governance and transparency in man-
agement agencies and expedite their rights management 
internationally. 

In Norway, and for Gramo, this will mainly affect the rules 
of the general assembly and membership. The CRM Act 
will also provide some guidelines for collective funds. As 
of February 2019, there has been no consultation letter on 
the CRM Act. Gramo is in regular contact with the Ministry 
of Culture about the matter.

The GDPR DIRECTIVE 
The EU Data Protection Regulation, The General Data Pro-
tection Regulation (GDPR), came into force for all Nor-
wegian businesses in 2018. The new regulations are both 
comprehensive and more strict, giving businesses new du-
ties and individuals new rights. In 2018, Gramo, with the as-
sistance of the consulting company Move AS, mapped out 
which requirements apply to our business, what is the cur-
rent situation in the organization, and what measures are 
necessary to implement in order to carry out our business 
in line with the new regulations. Examples of measures are 
the appointment of a delegate for privacy protection, the 
design of a privacy statement, the provision of data pro-
cessing agreements with key suppliers and partners, and 
routine changes in the exchange of information containing 
personal information.

NORCODE
Norcode (The Norwegian Copyright Development Associ-
ation) was founded by BONO, Gramo, Kopinor, Norwaco 
and TONO. Norcode will coordinate efforts to build and 
strengthen associations and management agencies for 
originators, performers and producers / publishers in de-
veloping countries. For more information on Norcode’s 
projects, see www.norcode.no. Over the past two years, 
BONO, Kopinor and Norwaco have resigned from Nor-
code. Because of this Norcode will focus on supporting 
and contributing to projects only within music.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
Gramo is a member of the following international forums: 

The Society’s Council for the Administration of Perform-
ers Rights (SCAPR) 
The association is responsible for coordinating cross-bor-
der remuneration payments and to protect performers 
rights. 

Performance Right Commitee (PRC)
The committee protects producers rights to the second-
ary use of phonograms. 
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Association of European Performers (AEPO)
The organization works for strengthening performers 
rights in relation to the EU / EEA and WIPO (The UN Cop-
yright Organization).

COLLECTIVE MEANS 
On average, 90% of the remuneration for settlement is 
paid individually to Gramo’s members. Norwegian right-
sholders who have earned remuneration but who are not 
members will be contacted and are paid when they have 
registered with Gramo. Settled remuneration to unknown 
rightsholders is paid when Gramo has identified these 
within the three year statute of  limitations.

Remuneration which, for various reasons, cannot be paid 
individually after three years, as well as remuneration be-
low the minimum limit, becomes collective funds. Provi-
sions on collective funds are laid down in the statutory 
regulations and the legislative proposals. According to the 
latter, collective funds should be granted for organization-
al support or for purposes that benefits the Norwegian 
performing arts. Additional regulations are laid down in 
Gramo’s articles of association and distribution regulations 
(see gramo.no).

INDIVIDUALLY DISTRIBUTED
REMUNERATION AND SECTOR RESULTS 
 With the exception of remuneration from abroad, remu-
neration collected is distributed equally between the per-
former sector and the producer sector. The sector results 
thus shows the individual sector’s remuneration income, 
after costs. In general, the costs are distributed equally and 
reference is made to the distribution accounts, which are 
part of the annual accounts. The amounts for “individual-
ly distributed remuneration” for the years 2015 - 2017 will 
increase as Gramo continuously seeks licensees on played 
music throughout the limitation period of three years, as 
incorporated in the regulations of the Copyright Act. The 
sum for distributed remuneration for 2017 will increase un-
til 1.1.2022.

 

All licensee organizations that have received project sup-
port have submitted an application with a budget, and have 
been granted support for purposes that are in accordance 
with the law’s preparatory work. For appropriations over 
NOK 100,000, auditor-approved accounts, annual report 
and minutes of general meetings have been submitted. The 
documentation is approved by Gramo’s accountant before 
payment. For grants below NOK 100,000 accounts must 
be submitted approved by competent body in accordance 
with the articles of association of the organization. All re-
cipients of project support must submit the implementa-
tion report.

GRAMOS VISIBILITY PROJECT  - FOR THE 
PROMOTION OF NEW NORWEGIAN MUSIC 
Through grants such as the collective funds in the per-
former sector, Gramo supports projects and events to 
promote new, Norwegian performers.

Through these projects Gramo wished to support per-
formers to further their careers, while at the same time 
making Gramo’s management of remuneration rights visi-
ble. In 2018, Gramo was involved in the following projects:

GNIST – OVER OSLO 
In 2018, Gramo partnered with the festival Over Oslo to 
organize a seminar and the mini-festival GNIST for new 
Norwegian musicians and artists. Everyone who applied to 
join GNIST was offered participation in the seminar. 10 win-
ners were selected, receiving various prizes such as playing 
at the festival Over Oslo, a studio recording, travel grants, 
music equipment etc. Gramo was visible on all material 
connected to the project.

SPELLEMANNPRISEN  
Gramo was a partner on the awards ceremony for Spelle-
mannprisen 2018 on March 30 2019. Gramo was made 
visible through TV poster, press wall, in social media and 
other relevant material. Gramo awarded a work grant of 
NOK 250,000 to the winner of “Breakthrough of the Year 
and Gramo-grant”.
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JAZZINTRO   
Through an agreement with Norsk Jazzforum, Gramo 
awarded a grant of NOK 150,000 to the winner of the 
Jazzintro - Young Jazz Musicians of the Year. The final was 
held during Moldejazz, and the winner of 2018 was the 
band I LIKE TO SLEEP. Gramo was made visible in all mate-
rial connected with the project.

The following allocation of collective funds
were made in 2018:

INTROFOLK    
In 2018, Gramo entered a cooperation agreement with 
Folkorg for the first time. Gramo awarded a work grant of 
NOK 100,000 to the winner of INTROFolk. The final was 
held at Riksscenen in Oslo, and the award was handed out 
during a gala performance in the Opera. The winner of the 
title Young Folk Musician of the Year and the Gramo grant 
for 2018 was Ole Nilssen. Gramo was made visible in all 
material connected to the project.

Producers sector Performers sector

Support for the organization Support for the organization
IFPI  620 036 GramArt  3 724 422 
FONO  138 987 CREO (MFO)  758 939 
NORA  13 127 Norsk Artistforbund  65 587 

Norsk Lektorlag  65 587 
Norsk Tonekunstnersamfund  42 163 
FolkOrg  28 109 

Amount  772 150 Amount  4 684 807 

Support for project Support for project
Spellemann  1 500 000 GramArt  2 462 872 
FONO  200 000 CREO (MFO)  501 528 
IFPI  150 000 Norsk Artistforbund  44 733 
NORA  80 000 Norsk Lektorlag  43 945 
Gramo visibility project  150 000 FolkOrg  26 657 

Norsk Viseforum  24 589 
Norsk Tonekunstnersamfund  18 881 
Gramo visibility project  500 000 
Norcode  450 000 

Amount  2 080 000 Amount  4 073 205 
Total  2 852 150 Total  8 758 012 
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CONTROL COMMITTEE 
The general meeting elected the following control committee: Producer sector: Rebecka Sjøstrsøm (deputy 
Håkon Gjesvik). Performer sector: Jan Lothe Eriksen (deputy Åse Karin Hjelen). The committee has received 
minutes from board and committee meetings and reviewed the accounts for 2018. 

Oslo, 5th March 2019

 Knut Ro Harald Sommerstad Marte Thorsby
 (styreleder) (1. nestleder) (2. nestleder)

 Erling Andersen Daniel Nordgård Hans Ole Rian

 Øystein Rudjord

  Martin Grøndahl
  (administrerende direktør)
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Operating income 173 354 823
Operating costs 40 896 158
Operation Profit 132 458 664
Result of financial items 2 393 403
Net result 134 852 068
Transferred to distribution 134 852 068
Result after distribution 0

1)

National broadcasting (public service and commercial) 88 008 962 
Local radio/TV (close community radio/tv) and webcast 7 591 610 
Public performance 70 442 749 
Remuneration from abroad 7 182 994
Other income 128 505
Total operation income 173 354 823

Assets
Assets 38 697 650
Captial assets/fixed assets 207 843 987 
Total assets 246 541 636 

Liabilities and reserves
Reserves 0
Long-term debt 0
Remuneration not yet paid out 232 997 693
Short-term creditors 13 543 942
Total liability and reserves 246 541 635

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 2018

BALANCE SHEET 2018
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www.facebook.com/gramoface
http://instagram.com/gramonorge
–
Phone: +47 22 00 77 77
Members service: +47 22 00 77 80
www.gramo.no


